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Effect of plasma flux composition on the nitriding rate of stainless steel
C. Muratore,a) S. G. Walton, D. Leonhardt, R. F. Fernsler, D. D. Blackwell,b)

and R. A. Meger
Plasma Physics Division, Naval Research Laboratory Washington, DC 20375-5346

~Received 19 November 2003; accepted 29 March 2004; published 20 July 2004!

The total ion flux and nitriding rate for stainless steel specimens exposed to a modulated electron
beam generated argon-nitrogen plasma were measured as a function of distance from the electron
beam axis. The total ion flux decreased linearly with distance, but the nitriding rate increased under
certain conditions, contrary to other ion flux/nitriding rate comparisons published in the literature.
Variation in ion flux composition with distance was explored with a mass spectrometer and energy
analyzer as a possible explanation for the anomalous nitriding rate response to ion flux magnitude.
A transition in ion flux composition from mostly N2

1 to predominantly N1 ions with increasing
distance was observed. Significant differences in molecular and atomic nitrogen ion energy
distributions at a negatively biased electrode were also measured. An explanation for nitriding rate
dependence based on flux composition and magnitude is proposed.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1752894#

I. INTRODUCTION

Nitriding refers to any surface modification process that
increases the local concentration of nitrogen in a material.
Many metals and alloys have shown increased hardness and
wear resistance resulting from incorporation of 5 to 50
atomic percent nitrogen.1,2 Austenitic stainless steel is a par-
ticularly good candidate for nitriding, since it is soft com-
pared to other engineering materials but is often found in
applications in which wear resistance would be beneficial.3

Unfortunately, austenitic stainless steel is a difficult material
to nitride thermally because processing temperatures below
450 °C are required to maintain the corrosion resistance of
most useful alloys4 and such low temperatures inhibit nitro-
gen diffusion, which is the physical basis for the process.
Additionally, the presence of stable chromium oxide com-
pounds readily formed at a stainless steel surface inhibit ni-
trogen diffusion,5 resulting in very slow nitride layer growth.
Because of these complicating factors, plasma assisted
diffusion-based techniques are usually employed for stainless
steel nitriding. The plasma serves to deliver chemically reac-
tive nitrogen species to the substrate surface, thereby result-
ing in higher nitriding rates at lower temperatures. In these
processes, the rate and nitrided layer properties correlate to
the characteristics of the plasma. For example, it has been
shown that the nitride growth rate under low energy~,1000
eV! ion bombardment is linearly proportional to the magni-
tude of the N2

1 ion flux.6,7 This rate dependence is attributed
to two processes that are enhanced with increasing ion flux:
~1! nitrogen diffusion due to an increased supply of N atoms
resulting from impact dissociation of molecular nitrogen
ions6,8 and ~2! rapid oxide layer removal by sputtering.5,8

The current work describes experiments in a modulated
electron beam generated plasma nitriding system9 in which
samples of AISI 316 stainless steel showed a nonlinear re-

sponse to the total ion flux, where, under certain conditions,
the nitriding rate increased with decreasing ion flux. To bet-
ter understand the observed nitriding rate dependence on the
magnitude of the ion flux, a mass spectrometer and energy
analyzer were used to examine the composition of the
plasma flux. The results suggest that the nitriding rate is
dependent not only upon the magnitude, but also upon the
composition of the flux from the plasma.

II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 illustrates the reaction chamber fitted with an
electrically isolated 11 cm diameter sample stage mounted
on a linear motion feedthrough. The stage consisted of a 0.15
cm thick, 11 cm diameter stainless steel disk backed by an
11.5 cm diameter disk of boron nitride which housed a resis-
tive heating element. Samples of 0.15 cm thick electropol-
ished AISI 316 stainless steel with a surface area of 6.5 cm2

were secured to the front of the stage, and the system was
pumped down to a base pressure of 131024 Pa. The cham-
ber pressure was then increased to 21.3 Pa, with 87.5% ni-
trogen and 12.5% argon. The samples were heated to 415 °C
~63 °C! in 30 min, and maintained at that temperature for an
additional 6.5 h while dc biased to2350 V and exposed to
the electron beam generated plasma. The electron beam was
produced by a pulsed hollow cathode operated at22 kV and
modulated at 500 Hz and 50% duty factor. The beam was
confined by an axial magnetic field of approximately 150 G,
generated by a pair of Helmholtz coils located outside the
chamber. The hollow region of the cathode measured 15
cm31 cm and was 1 cm deep. The electron beam emitted
from the hollow region passed through a 15 cm31 cm wide
slot in a grounded plate~slotted anode! and terminated at an
anode located 60 cm from the slotted anode. The cross sec-
tional area of the beam was defined by both the hollow cath-
ode geometry and the slotted anode, and was maintained
over the beam length by the magnetic field. The exposure
time ~50% of 7 h! of the substrate to the active phase of
plasma production was used to calculate the nitriding rates,

a!ASEE/NRL Postdoctoral Research Fellow; electronic mail:
cmurator@ccs.nrl.navy.mil

b!SFA Inc., Largo, MD 20744.
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which were determined by assuming diffusion controlled
growth at a rate proportional to the square root of time
(t1/2).9,10 The samples were nitrided under identical condi-
tions at 0.5 cm increments starting at positiond51.5 cm
~whered50 is defined as the center of the beam channel! to
d54.0 cm. After nitriding, the specimens were sputter
coated with metal while maintained at room temperature and
sectioned. The cross-sections were polished and etched in
acid to allow observation of the nitrided layer thickness in an
optical microscope. The thickness was measured with the
cursors of a Vickers microindentor with 0.2mm resolution.

The total ion flux was determined by measuring the cur-
rent to the sample stage during the nitriding experiments.

Since the stage area was very large compared to the sheath
thickness~s!, the current measurements were independent of
s.12 Additionally, the probability of secondary electron emis-
sion from stainless steel at the ion energy employed was on
the order of 0.1,13 and was not considered when reporting the
ion flux.

A magnetically shielded Hiden Analytical electrostatic
quadrupole plasma~EQP! analyzer was used to measure the
temporally resolved ion energy distributions and relative flux
of each specie at a grounded electrode in a separate but simi-
lar vacuum chamber described elsewhere.11 With the excep-
tion of substrate bias, plasmas were generated under similar
conditions as those used in the nitriding experiments. The
positive ion flux measured at the sample stage during the
nitriding experiments was assumed to be comprised of the
same relative flux of ions as that measured with the EQP
analyzer at each distanced.

To measure N2
1 and N1 ion energy distributions at a bi-

ased electrode, a 100 V dc bias was applied to the termina-
tion anode. This voltage raised the plasma potential by 100
V, and created a sheath with an approximate2100 V poten-
tial drop to the grounded EQP front electrode.14

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the integrated total ion flux averaged over
200 periods of cathode operation at the biased substrate stage
located at the indicated position relative to the electron beam

FIG. 1. Schematic of the processing chamber. Note thatd indicates the
distance from the substrate to the electron beam axis.

FIG. 2. Total positive ion flux incident on the heated and biased substrate
exhibits a linear dependence on the distance from the electron beam axisd.

TABLE I. Nitride layer thickness, total ion flux, and contribution of each ion specie to the total flux at each
position relative to the electron beam axis.

d
~cm!

Nitride
layer thickness

~mm!

Total
ion flux

~ions cm22 s21!

N2
1

ion flux
~ions cm22 s21!

N1

ion flux
~ions cm22 s21!

Ar1

ion flux
~ions cm22 s21!

1.5 6.7 2.43 1015 1.33 1015 9.23 1014 1.63 1014

2.0 2.8 2.13 1015 1.03 1015 8.83 1014 1.03 1014

2.5 1.3 1.83 1015 8.43 1014 8.23 1014 8.83 1013

3.0 1.9 1.53 1015 6.13 1014 7.83 1014 5.83 1013

3.5 1.9 1.23 1015 3.83 1014 7.43 1014 3.53 1013

4.0 1.1 8.53 1014 1.83 1014 6.63 1014 1.73 1013
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axis. The flux decreased linearly with increasing distance.
Table I contains the ion flux data plotted in Fig. 2 and the
nitride layer thickness measured after processing. Figure 3
shows the nitriding rate normalized to the total ion flux. The
nitriding rate ~whether normalized or not! exhibits two
maxima when plotted against distance, one close to the elec-
tron beam (d51.5 cm) and a second atd53 – 4 cm, even
though the ion flux decreased monotonically withd over this
range. Also shown in Fig. 3 are normalized nitriding rates
taken from Williamsonet al.6 and Brokmanet al.7 Note that
in Ref. 6 the ion flux was reported to be predominantly N2

1 ,
and in Ref. 7 the flux was comprised of an unknown mixture
of nitrogen and hydrogen ions. In both works the ion flux
composition did not vary and the nitriding rate was propor-
tional to the ion flux, and is therefore constant after normal-
ization. Although the total ion flux was lower in the electron

beam generated plasma, the nitriding rate is high compared
to the referenced works, and other nitriding processes at
similar temperatures.9

Figure 4 shows for each distanced the contribution of
each ion specie to the total ion flux over an entire cathode
period measured with the EQP analyzer. The flux was com-
posed of predominantly N2

1 ions betweend51.5 and 2.5 cm,
while at greater distances most of the flux consisted of N1

ions. Table I lists quantitative fluxes of N2
1 , N1, and Ar1

ions, estimated by relating the relative flux as shown in Fig.
4 to the total flux plotted in Fig. 2. The argon ion flux never
exceeded 7% of the total flux. Figure 5 shows the time-
resolved flux~a! at d51.5 cm and~b! d53.5 cm for each of
the three ion species. In both figures, the flux of N2

1 ions
decayed much more rapidly than the N1 ion flux in the
plasma afterglow. Additionally, the N2

1 flux decreased sig-
nificantly asd increased, but the N1 ion flux was comparable
at both distances.

Figure 6 shows N2
1 and N1 ion energy distributions col-

lected only during the beam pulse and normalized to their
respective areas. The grounded EQP electrode was located at
d51.5 cm in the electron beam generated plasma, which was
biased to1100 V. The atomic nitrogen ions exhibited energy
distributions that corresponded well to the sheath potential of

FIG. 3. Nitriding rate at different values ofd and normalized by the magni-
tude of the total ion flux for the electron beam generated plasma. Also
shown are normalized nitriding rates from Refs. 6 and 7. The top scale
shows how the ion flux changed with distance in the electron beam gener-
ated system, and does not correlate to the referenced data.

FIG. 4. Relative N2
1 , N1, and Ar1 fluxes for different values ofd.

FIG. 5. Time-resolved flux of each of the three dominant ion species incident
on a grounded electrode placed at~a! d51.5 cm and~b! d53.5 cm over one
period of cathode operation.
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100 V, but the molecular ions displayed significantly lower
energies, with a most probable energy of approximately 25
eV.

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows that the nitriding rate varied nonlinearly
with the total ion flux. Since the dependence is known to be
linear when the flux composition is constant, it can be pre-
sumed that the nitriding rate depended on the composition as
well as the magnitude of the ion flux to the substrate in the
electron beam system. To further understand this depen-
dence, it is necessary to understand the mechanisms by
which the magnitude and energy distributions of the ion
fluxes changed with time and distance from the plasma
source, and to consider a qualitative flux balance based on
the data from the mass spectrometer.

The rapid decay of N2
1 and Ar1 compared to N1 in the

afterglow, as observed in Fig. 5 can be explained by consid-
ering the dominant loss mechanisms of each ion. The time to
diffuse to the chamber walls determines the lifetime of the
N1 ions, which have no other competitive loss mechanism.
This diffusion time has been shown to be on the order of
milliseconds for this system11 under similar conditions. For
the argon ions, decay is dominated by charge exchange with
nitrogen molecules with a rate constantkce;10211cm3 s21

~Ref. 15!. Their destruction time is given by

tce5~kceng!21'20 ms

for the background nitrogen gas densityng'531015cm23.
Finally, the molecular nitrogen ion recombines rapidly with
electrons in the reaction

N2
11e→2N,

and is destroyed in a time given by

t r5~bne!
21'100 ms,

where the dissociative recombination coefficient,b
;1027 cm3 s21 ~Ref. 16!, and the electron density,ne

'1011cm3 ~Ref. 17!.

Therefore, the flux of molecular ions is reduced more rap-
idly than the flux of atomic nitrogen ions due to electron-ion
recombination. In Fig. 5, where N2

1 and Ar1 ions are shown
to have decayed rapidly with time compared to N1 ions, the
decay times in the afterglow were comparable to the above
calculations. The rapid destruction of N2

1 ions through dis-
sociative recombination similarly leads to the spatial depen-
dence observed in Fig. 4, where N1 is the most abundant ion
for d.2.5 cm.

As the molecular nitrogen ions were lost to the dissocia-
tive recombination reaction, the local N atom flux to the
substrate was increased with distance from the beam. The
magnitude of the increase can be estimated by the difference
of the N2

1 ion flux at d51.5 cm, to that measured further
from the beam axis. For example, Table I lists the N2

1 ion
flux at d53.5 cm as 3.831014 ions cm22 s21 compared to
1.331015 at 1.5 cm. If all of the N2

1 ions lost in traversing
the 2 cm distance were converted to N atoms, the local N
flux would have increased by about 1.831015cm22 s21.
This is significantly larger than the flux of N atoms generated
directly by the electron beam, which is estimated to be one
tenth of the ion flux based on the pertinent cross sections,18

or approximately 131014cm22 s21. Values of atomic nitro-
gen flux were calculated in this way for all values ofd in
Table II. The nitriding rate of stainless steel is strongly de-
pendent on the magnitude of the flux of N atoms in plasma
assisted nitriding processes.19–21 For larger values ofd, the
magnitude of the calculated N atom flux is on the same order
as the concentration of nitrogen retained in the nitrided
metal, and is therefore of sufficient magnitude to affect the
process.

Another factor that may have contributed to the observed
nitriding response to ion flux is the effect of charge exchange
on the ion energy distributions at a biased electrode. Figure 6
shows that few of the N2

1 ions arrived with kinetic energy
equivalent to the full sheath potential, while nearly all of the
N1 ions impacted the surface with an energy near that of the
applied bias atd51.5 cm. The molecular ions most likely
lost their energy in the reaction

N2
11N2→N21N2

1 ,

due to the large resonant charge exchange cross section
Qce'3.1310215cm2 at 100 eV.22 The ion mean free path
for molecular charge exchange collisions (lce) is given by

FIG. 6. Normalized ion energy distributions for molecular and atomic nitro-
gen ions incident on an electrode located atd51.5 cm and biased to ap-
proximately2100 V relative to the plasma.

TABLE II. Calculated values of N atom flux at each distance from the beam
axisd. The flux atd51.5 cm was assumed to be only that generated directly
by the beam electrons.

d
~cm!

N atom flux
~atoms cm22 s21!

1.5 1.03 1014

2.0 7.03 1014

2.5 1.03 1015

3.0 1.53 1015

3.5 1.93 1015

4.0 2.33 1015
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lce'~Qceng!21'0.05 cm,

whereng is the nitrogen gas number density. By contrast, the
atomic nitrogen ions mainly suffer elastic collisions with N2

molecules, with a momentum transfer cross sectionQm

'2.9310216cm2.22 The momentum transfer mean free path
is thus given by

lm'~Qmng!21'1 cm.

The sheath width~s! is related to the sheath potentialVs

5100 V, and ion density at the sheath edgens'1010 by

s'740@2Vs /ns#
1/2'0.1 cm,

as derived in Lieberman and Lichtenberg,12 which provides a
reasonable estimate fors in a weak, transverse magnetic
field.23 The sheath width is twice the charge exchange mean
free path of the N2

1 ions, but shorter than the N1 ion mo-
mentum transfer mean free path. Thus, the molecular ions
were likely to collide within the sheath, while the atomic
ions were not. The atomic ions therefore arrived at the sub-
strate with the full sheath potential, while the molecular ions
arrived over a range of much lower energies, as seen in Fig.
6. The current diagnostic hardware configuration would not
allow measurements of ion energy distributions for sheath
potentials greater than 100 V, however, the 350 V bias con-
dition used for the nitriding experiments would double the
sheath thickness and result in an even greater reduction in
the N2

1 ion energy. Furthermore, the total ion flux, which is
linearly proportional to the plasma density at the sheath
edge,24 was shown to decrease with increasing distance in
Fig. 2, suggesting an expanding sheath width and therefore a
more pronounced decrease in the most probable molecular
ion energy with increasedd.

The observed reduction in N2
1 ion energy is significant for

two reasons. As indicated previously, sputtering of the sub-
strate during nitriding is necessary in low energy, high
vacuum processes to prevent surface oxide formation, which
has been shown to inhibit nitride layer growth.5,25 Transport
of Ions in Matter~TRIM! simulations show that the sputter
yield of oxygen in iron by low energy~,100 eV! molecular
nitrogen ions is at least two orders of magnitude lower than
the yield for the atomic ion at 350 eV therefore, the contri-
bution of N2

1 ions toward surface sputtering is minimal. Ad-
ditionally, the adsorption probability of N2

1 decreases with
decreasing ion energy,26 limiting the ability of the molecular
ion to increase the concentration of nitrogen at the substrate
surface.

Based on the analysis of the flux presented above, the
authors postulate that the normalized nitriding rate depen-
dence on the total ion flux shown in Fig. 3 can be attributed
to both the magnitude and composition of the flux of plasma
species to the substrate. In the regiona in Fig. 3, the con-
centration of N atoms on the surface resulting from impact
dissociation of energetic molecular ions and adsorption of
the N1 ions was greater than the flux of N atoms generated
in the plasma (j N). Under these conditions~similar to those
in Refs. 6 and 7!, the surface concentration of N atoms, and
thus the nitriding rate, directly corresponded to the total ion

flux ( j i). Comparison of the quantitative ion flux data in
Table I compared to the N fluxes in Table II support this
argument. Regionb in Fig. 3 shows an increase in nitriding
rate with a decrease in ion flux. In this region, it is proposed
that the flux of N atoms produced in the plasma, particularly
by decay of N2

1 ions, was greater than that generated on the
surface via dissociation of energetic N2

1 ions and from the
N1 ion flux. Additionally, the plasma sheath broadened with
decreasing plasma density. The increased sheath width likely
reduced the most probable N2

1 ion energy from 25 eV atd
51.5 cm, and thereby decreased the number of incident N2

1

ions contributing to the concentration of N at the substrate.
The ion flux and energy in regionb, although smaller, were
nevertheless sufficient to maintain an oxide free substrate
surface, which was subjected to an oxygen flux (j O) of ap-
proximately 131014 oxygen atoms cm22 s21 based on ki-
netic theory and the system base pressure. In regionc, the N
flux increased withd, but the oxygen sputter rate (SO) was
no longer sufficient to maintain an oxide free substrate due to
the reduced magnitude and energy of the ion flux, and the
nitriding rate decreased. To summarize, the nitriding rate ap-
pears to be controlled byj i when j i. j N , and dictated byj N

when j i, j N , providedSO. j O.

V. CONCLUSION

Stainless steel specimens were subjected to a variable ion
flux in a modulated electron beam generated argon-nitrogen
plasma system by incrementally increasing the distance of
the substrate from the electron beam axis. The observed ni-
triding rates did not scale in proportion to the total ion flux as
in the work of others, where the ion flux composition was
held constant. Ion flux characterization experiments were
also performed under similar conditions to measure temporal
and spatial flux composition. Mass spectrometry showed a
significant decrease in the N2

1 ion flux with increasingd, but
a constant atomic nitrogen ion flux for all values ofd, and
also suggested a significant increase in neutral atomic nitro-
gen flux with increasing distance. Mass-resolved ion energy
distributions showed that atomic nitrogen ions exhibited an
energy commensurate with the sheath voltage, while a ma-
jority of the N2

1 ions did not. The results indicate that the
nitriding rate of stainless steel depends on both the magni-
tude and composition of the ion flux.

The dependence of nitriding rate on flux composition sug-
gests that an ideal stainless steel nitriding environment
would include a moderate energetic ion flux, sufficient to
sputter surface oxides but with minimal alteration of work-
piece surface finish by excess heating or sputtering, and a
large neutral flux to enhance nitrogen diffusion in the sub-
strate. One means of achieving these conditions is to employ
a source that generates a large atomic ion flux. Such a system
can be employed at higher pressures to increase the neutral
flux without the loss of ion energy due to charge exchange
reactions in the plasma sheath. The electron beam generated
plasma system employed in this work demonstrates these
characteristics, and has exhibited high nitriding rates com-
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pared to other plasma assisted nitriding systems which typi-
cally exhibit higher ion fluxes.
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